
 
Cleaning Directions Using Burke’s Gun Oil 

Step 1   Prove your firearm safe, check that it is empty. 

Step 2 Disassemble your firearm to the extent required for adequate cleaning. 

Step 3 Spray or apply Burke’s Gun Oil liberally to all parts requiring cleaning. 

Let sit for 15 to 20 minutes.  May require longer depending on degree of contamination. 

Step 4 Using a clean rag remove all the build up of dirt, carbon, powder, lead, plastic from shot shell wads and 
surface rust.    Use rod or pull through to clean bore.   Repeat until patch is clean.  You may want to use a 
bore guide to avoid scoring the bore. 

Step 5 Apply light coating of oil to all parts of the action & a very light coat to inside of barrel.  Even a light coat on 
barrel interior may cause change in point of impact for the first 2 or 3 shots. 

Step 6 Remove any copper fouling from the barrel using a product such as KG12.  Follow their directions.  
Apply a light coating of Burke’s Gun Oil afterwards. 

 Your firearm is now ready for use or storage.             

Field Cleaning: 

If your firearm starts to malfunction or slow down in its cycling rate, open action, apply a liberal amount of  Burke’s 
GunOil into the action, work action several times, wipe off any obvious dirt or contamination and continue 
shooting.  

Facts:  

1/ Burke’s Gun Oil has been lab tested and found to still pour at –85F. 

2/ Burke’s Gun Oil has been tested on a 12,000 round continuous fire trial without a single malfunction. 

3/ Regardless of the amount of Burke’s Gun Oil used it will not affect the workings of the action or affect the 
tolerances.   Too much oil in the barrel will change the point of impact. 

4/ Because Burke’s Gun Oil is a penetrating oil, it should not be applied directly to ammunition.   Prolonged 
exposure will cause primers to malfunction.   The amount of oil on the action should not have any effect. 

5/ Burke’s Gun Oil will not harm wood or composite stocks or optics. 

6/ Burke’s Gun Oil is non toxic and made totally from petroleum based derivatives. 
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